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ON THE ARITHMETIC NATURE OF DEFINITE
INTEGRALS OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS1

A. J. VAN DER POORTEN

Abstract. A. Baker's theorems on linear forms in the loga-

rithms of algebraic numbers imply information on the arithmetic

nature of definite integrals of rational functions. This paper pro

vides a convenient formulation of these implied results.

1. In his monograph on transcendental numbers, C. Siegel [3, p.

97] observed that the theory of transcendental numbers at that time

(1949) was as yet unable to determine the arithmetic nature of such

integrals as

r1    dx 1 / ir \
-= —(log2 +-).

Jo  1 + x°      3 \ V3/

More recently (1966), A. Baker mentions that his theorems on

linear forms in the logarithms of algebraic numbers [l ] imply the

transcendence of the above integral. Baker's results have led to

further "folk theorems" on the arithmetic nature of certain integrals

but no general statement appears to have been formulated. In this

paper we establish a convenient criterion for determining the arith-

metic nature of such definite integrals of rational functions as we

are able to deal with by virtue of currently established theorems.

Theorem. Let P(z), Q(z) denote polynomials with algebraic co-

efficients and with no common polynomial factor. Denote by ai, at, • • ■ ,

an the distinct zeros of Q(z) and by r%, r%, • • • , rn the residues respec-

tively at the poles of the rational function P(z)/Q(z). Further let T be

some contour in the complex plane for which the definite integral

/,

P(»)

exists, and suppose that T is either closed, or has endpoints which are

algebraic or infinite.
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Then the definite integral is algebraic if and only if

/(¿-2-V-OLJ r \ k~i z — ak/

Corollary. If further, deg P(z) <deg Q(z) and the zeros of Q(z) are

distinct, then

r p(z)
I    -dz

Jr Q(z)

is either transcendental or zero.

In particular, in Siegel's example above, we see that l+x3 has

distinct zeros, whence, since the integral is obviously nonzero, it

follows from the corollary that the integral is transcendental.

We shall show that the theorem and its corollary follow, modulo

some straightforward argument, from a suitable corollary of Baker's

theorem.

2. In the sequel let a.i, a2, • • ■ , a„; ßu • ■ • , ßn be algebraic

numbers with all of au • ■ ■ , an and at least one of ßi, • • • , ßn non-

zero. Further let log «i, • • • , log an be defined once and for all, and

let af* as usual mean exp(/3* log ak). Then we may formulate as much

as we require of Baker's results in the following manner:

Baker's Lemma. Let log «i, • • • , log ctn be linearly independent

over Q, the field of rational numbers. Then

ßi log «i + • • • + /S„_i log a„_i + ß„9* log a„

and even

ßl ß.-l ßn     .

OL\    •  •   ■ Ctn-MR      7* On.

K. Mahler [2 ] has shown that the following rather striking result

is equivalent to the lemma:

// log ai, • • ■ , log a„ are linearly independent over Q, the field of

rational numbers, then log oa, • • ■ , log a„, 1 are linearly independent

over A, the field of all algebraic numbers.

Mahler [2] also mentions a number of corollaries on transcendence.

Suppose »^2, then:

(a) ifß„7^0thenocfl   • • • o^Ti'e** is transcendental;

(b) if log ai, • • ■ , log ctn-i are linearly independent over Q, and at

least one of ßi, ■ ■ ■ , j8„_i is irrational, then ofl • ■ • o&'Si is tran-

scendental;
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(c) if log «iT^O, ••• , log an-ij^O, and ßi, ■ ■ • , ßn-i are linearly

independent over Q, then a?i   • ■ • a£"~í is transcendental.

In each case the assertions follow easily from Baker's Lemma by

elementary linear algebra. The reader is referred to [2 ] for details.

The most useful formulation of Baker's result for our purposes is:

Lemma. If ßi log ai+ • • • +j3n-i log a»_i is algebraic, then it is zero.

The lemma is clearly equivalent to Mahler's corollary (a) above;

we describe its proof explicitly. Thus suppose that ß\ log ai+ • • • +

jS„_i log an-i= — ßn, with ßn^0, algebraic. Then certainly not all of

log «i, • • • , log a„_i are zero, and thus there are m ^ 1 numbers

among log ati, • • • , log a„-i, say log «i, • • • , log am, linearly inde-

pendent over Q, and rationals rhk, i^h^n — 1; i^k^m, not all

zero, such that

m

log ah = X rhk log a*, 1 g Ä ̂  « — 1.
*-i

Hence our supposition becomes

( £ ßhThi J log «!+••• + Í 2 rVte, J log am + ßn = 0.

Since ßn^O, not all the coefficients P*=2ï-i AM* can vanish, say

Pmj^O. Then we obtain

(^)log«I+ • • • + (^logo-t + (^) = log-,

and since log «i, • • • , log a», are linearly independent over Q, we

contradict Baker's Lemma.

3. Henceforth let P(2), Q(z) denote polynomials with algebraic

coefficients, and with no common polynomial factor. Suppose that

the factorisation of Q(z) into distinct linear factors is

Q(z) = q0(z - «0'(1) • • • (z - an)'(n).

Then the rational function P(z)/Q(z) has a partial fraction expansion

of the form

p(z)       ., x   .   v^ Í    f*       ,       r*.2

GW k-i \z - ak      (z- ak)2 (z - ak)"*')

where we note that the polynomial p(z) has algebraic coefficients,

and that the numbers ak, rk, r*,d are all algebraic. In particular r& is

exactly the residue of P(z)/Q(z) at the pole a*, l^k^n.
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As in the statement of the theorem, we take a contour which is

either closed or has endpoints which are algebraic or infinite. We

further assume that

(2) r
j r Q(z)

P(z)

Jr

exists.

If T contains a> then necessarily the existence of (2) implies that in

(1) both p(z) = 0 and ^2 rk = 0. Thus in general the numbers

f p(z)dz   and      j    ——— dz,       2 g h ^ p(k),    1 ^ k Û »,
J v J r (z — ctk)h

can be immediately seen to be algebraic, whence the definite integral

(2) is algebraic if and only if

(3) f(± ~^-)dz

is algebraic.

4. We assert that (3) is always a linear form over the algebraic

numbers in the logarithms of algebraic numbers. Then by our lemma

such an expression is either transcendental or zero, and we have the

statement of the theorem.

Let 7, 8 be two finite points on V and denote by T(y, 8) the curve

from y to 8 along Y. Then

/( Z) f*(z — «*)_1 )dz = X r* I        (z — <xk)~ldz
r(7,J) \ k=\ / *=1       J T(i,i)

n

(4) = Y, rk{\og (y - ak) - log (8 - ak)}
k=l

= Log i ITÍ;-     } + 2Tim(y,8),
\ i=i\ô — at/   )

where Log denotes the principal branch of log and m(y, 8) is an

integer valued function dependent on T(7, 5).

If T does not contain « and has algebraic endpoints y, 8 then the

evaluation (4) already establishes the assertion. Similarly if V is

closed then taking y = 8 we see that log (7 — a*) — log (8 — a*) is always

an integer multiple of 27tî and thus a value of log 1, whence (4) once

again establishes the assertion and thus the theorem.
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If T is a curve from 7 to » then by letting 5 tend to » along T we

obtain (3) in the form

(5)

lim Log \ fl (--— )   \ + 2rim(y, 8)
»-• v *-i \8 — ctkt  )

= Log'! IT (7 - otk)ril> + 2« lim m(y, S),
\ t=i ' s->»

since 23 rk = 0. By virtue of the existence of the integral (2) and the

consequent existence of (3), limj_0<J?»(7, 5) exists, and m(y, 8) —m(y),

an integer, for 8 sufficiently large. But 2irim(y) is a value of log 1

whence (5) establishes the assertion in this case.

Similarly if T is a curve from » to » we may let both 7 and S

tend to 00 along T in opposite directions from points between them.

Then (3) becomes

(6) 2iri lim  m(y, 8) = 2irim
y , 5—>»

and as above, the double limit exists, so that (6) is a value of log 1

and we again have the assertion.

I am indebted to the referee both for drawing my attention to the

need for much of the detail of this section and for suggesting a suit-

able argument to deal with the case for T containing 00.

5. If P(z) and Q(z) satisfy the conditions of the corollary then al-

ready the partial fraction expansion (1) becomes

P(z)       A       rk

Q(z)      t_i z — ak

and the corollary can be seen to follow immediately from the theorem.

6. Given the poles ak and the residues rk at the poles of a rational

function with algebraic coefficients it is not difficult to apply the crite-

rion of the theorem in any specific case. For convenience of reference

we mention explicitly the form of the criterion for T lying along the

real axis.

If 7, 8 are algebraic and Log denotes the branch of log for which

log 1=0, then:

f*(P(x)/Q(x))dx is algebraic if and only if

n

2 ft {Log (8 - ak) - Log (7 - a*)} = 0;
t-i
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fy(P(x)/Q(x))dx is algebraic if and only if

n

X^Log (y - oik) = 0;

f!*(P(x)/Q(x))dx is algebraic if and only if it is zero.
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